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Overview
Let p be a prime number, which we regard as fixed throughout this paper. For
each n ą 0, let Xppn q denote the modular curve parametrizing elliptic curves equipped
with a full level-pn structure, which we regard as a scheme defined over the cyclotomic
field Qrζpn s. Each Xppn q determines a rigid-analytic curve Xppn qan over the local field
Qp rζpn s. These rigid-analytic curves can be organized into an inverse system
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Xpp4 qan Ñ Xpp3 qan Ñ Xpp2 qan Ñ Xppqan Ñ Xp1qan .
The starting point of this paper is the following result (which is a special case of
Theorem III.1.2 of [7]):
Theorem 0.1 (Scholze). There is an essentially unique perfectoid space Xpp8 qan
n an
over the perfectoid field Qcyc
such that Xpp8 qan „ lim
p
ÐÝ Xpp q (in the sense of [8],
Definition 2.4.1).
The primary goal of this paper is to prove an integral version of Theorem 0.1.
For pn ‰ 2, we can identify Xppn q with the generic fiber of a Deligne-Mumford stack
Ellppn q over the ring of integers Zrζpn s Ď Qrζpn s, which parametrizes (generalized)
elliptic curves equipped with a full level-pn structure in the sense of Drinfeld (see [5]
and [3]). These stacks can be organized into an inverse system
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Ellpp4 q Ñ Ellpp3 q Ñ Ellpp2 q Ñ Ellppq Ñ Ellp1q
with affine transition maps, so that the inverse limit Ellpp8 q is a Deligne-Mumford
stack defined over the ring defined over the ring Zrζp8 s “ lim
Zrζpn s. Let Ellpp8 qp“0
n
Ý
Ñ
denote the closed substack of Ellpp8 q given by the vanishing locus of p, and let Fp rζp8 s
denote the quotient ring Zrζp8 s{ppq. The main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 0.2. The structure map Ellpp8 qp“0 Ñ SpecpFp rζp8 sq is relatively perfect.
That is, the commutative diagram of Deligne-Mumford stacks
Ellpp8 qp“0


SpecpFp rζp8 sq

ϕ

ϕ

/

/

Ellpp8 qp“0


SpecpFp rζp8 sq

(in which the horizontal maps are given by the Frobenius) is a pullback square.
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Note that the Frobenius map ϕ : Fp rζp8 s Ñ Fp rζp8 s is a surjection, whose kernel
is the ideal generated by the image of the element π “ pζp2 ´ 1qp´1 P Zrζp8 s. We can
therefore reformulate Theorem 0.2 more concretely as follows:
Theorem 0.3. The absolute Frobenius map induces an isomorphism from Ellpp8 qp“0
to the closed substack Ellpp8 qπ“0 Ď Ellpp8 q given by the vanishing locus of the element
π “ pζp2 ´ 1qp´1 .
It follows from Theorem 0.3 that the moduli stack Ellpp8 q is integral perfectoid
(after p-adic completion) More precisely, we have the following:
Corollary 0.4. For every étale map SpecpRq Ñ Ellpp8 q, there exists a regular element
π P R such that π p is a unit multiple of p, and the Frobenius map R{πR Ñ R{π p R is
an isomorphism.
Remark 0.5. The conclusion of Corollary 0.4 are satisfied more generally for maps
f : SpecpRq Ñ Ellpp8 q which are “log étale at infinity” (in particular, our result can
be applied to the study of elliptic curves equipped with auxiliary “prime to p” level
structures).
Remark 0.6. In [10], Weinstein supplies an explicit description of the coordinate ring
for Lubin-Tate space at infinite level (see Theorem 2.7.3 of [10]). From this description,
one can immediately deduce that Corollary 0.4 holds after formal completion along
the locus of supersingular elliptic curves.
Warning 0.7. For pn ‰ 2, the generic fiber of Ellppn q is the modular curve Xppn q,
which is a scheme. However, the stack Ellppn q itself is never a scheme: over a field
of characteristic p, any supersingular elliptic curve E admits a unique full level-pn
structure, which is preserved by any automorphism of E. Consequently, there is
a slight mismatch between the statements of Theorem 0.1 and Corollary 0.4: the
first concerns the local structure of the inverse system tXppn qan u with respect to the
analytic topology, while the second concerns the local structure of the inverse system
tEllppn qu with respect to the étale topology. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to deduce
Theorem 0.1 formally from Corollary 0.4; we leave details to the interested reader.
Remark 0.8. Theorem 0.2 provides a moduli-theoretic interpretation of the tilt
Xpp8 qan,5 of the perfectoid space of Theorem 0.1: it can be realized as the “generic
fiber” of the formal Deligne-Mumford stack given by the direct limit of the system
ϕ

ϕ

ϕ

Ellpp8 qp“0 Ý
Ñ Ellpp8 qp“0 Ý
Ñ Ellpp8 qp“0 Ý
Ñ ¨¨¨ ,
where the transition maps are given by the absolute Frobenius.
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Let us now outline the contents of this paper. We begin in §1 by reviewing the
definition of the moduli stacks Ellppn q (following Katz-Mazur [5]) and formulating a
“finite-level” analogue of Theorem 0.3, which asserts the existence of a commutative
diagram of Deligne-Mumford stacks
Ellppn qp“0

ϕ

/

Ellppn qπ“0

Θ



w

Ellppn´1 qp“0

ϕ

/



(1)

Ellppn´1 qπ“0

for n ě 3 (see Theorem 1.9 and Remark 1.10), where the horizontal maps are given
by the Frobenius and the vertical maps by “forgetting” level structure. The difficulty
is then to prove the existence of the morphism Θ (1). Working away from the cusps,
we can think of points of Ellppn qπ“0 as elliptic curves E equipped with a full levelpn structure px, yq for which the Weil pairing epn px, yq is a primitive pn´1 st root of
unity. The heuristic idea is that this property of the Weil pairing ensures that pn´1 x
and pn´1 y “generate” a subgroup S Ď E of order p. The morphism Θ then carries
pE, x, yq ÞÑ pE{S, x1 , y 1 q, where x1 and y 1 denote the images of x and y in the quotient
elliptic curve E{S. In §2, we translate this heuristic into a precise mathematical
construction in the case where E is an ordinary elliptic curve, and use this to construct
n´1
n
a morphism Ellppn qord
qp“0 on the open substack Ellppn qord
π“0 Ñ Ellpp
π“0 Ď Ellpp qπ“0
parametrizing ordinary elliptic curves (Proposition 1.11). We extend this construction
to the supersingular locus (and to the cusps) using a descent argument together with
the fact that Frobenius map ϕ : Ellppn qp“0 Ñ Ellppn qπ“0 is (faithfully) flat (Proposition
1.12). This follows from the regularity of the moduli stack Ellppn q (Theorem 5.1.1
and Corollary 10.9.2 of [5]) together with a mixed-characteristic analogue of Kunz’s
characterization of regular Fp -algebras, which we prove in §3 (Theorem 3.2).
Remark 0.9. Many of the results of this paper can be extended to a more general
setting, where the (algebraic) moduli stack Ell of elliptic curves is replaced by the the
(non-algebraic) moduli stack of 1-dimensional p-divisible groups.
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Level Structures on Elliptic Curves

In this section, we briefly review the theory of Drinfeld level structures on elliptic
curves and give a more detailed outline of our proof of Theorem 0.3. For a more
comprehensive account, we refer the reader to [5].
Notation 1.1. Let E be an elliptic curve over a commutative ring R and let x P EpRq
be an R-valued point of E. Then x determines a closed immersion of schemes
SpecpRq ãÑ E, whose image is an effective Cartier divisor in E. We will denote this
effective Cartier divisor by rxs.
Definition 1.2 (Drinfeld, Katz-Mazur). Let E be an elliptic curve over a commutative
ring R. A full level-pn structure on E is a group homomorphism γ : pZ {pn Zq2 Ñ EpRq
for which there is an equality
ÿ
rγpvqs “ Erpn s
vPpZ {p Zq2

of effective Cartier divisors in E. Here Erpn s denotes the kernel of the map pn : E Ñ E.
Remark 1.3. Let E be an elliptic curve over a commutative ring R. We will generally
abuse notation by identifying group homomorphisms pZ {pn Zq2 Ñ EpRq with pairs
of pn -torsion points x, y P EpRq. We will say that a pair of pn -torsion points px, yq is
a full level-pn structure if, under this identification, it corresponds to a full level-pn
structure pZ {pn Zq2 Ñ EpRq in the sense of Definition 1.2.
Notation 1.4. Let R be a commutative ring. We let EllpRq denote the groupoid
whose objects are elliptic curves over R and whose morphisms are isomorphisms of
elliptic curves. If n is a positive integer, we let Ellppn qpRq denote the groupoid whose
objects are pairs pE, γq, where E is an elliptic curve over R and γ : pZ {pn q2 Ñ EpRq
is a full level-pn structure on E; a morphism from pE, γq to pE 1 , γ 1 q is an isomorphism
of elliptic curves f : E Ñ E 1 which carries γ to γ 1 . We regard the constructions
R ÞÑ EllpRq and R ÞÑ Ellppn qpRq as functors from the category of commutative rings
to the 2-category of groupoids. We will refer to Ell as the moduli stack of elliptic
curves, to Ellppn q as the moduli stack of elliptic curves with a full level-pn structure.
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Remark 1.5. Let E Ñ Ell denote the universal elliptic curve, and let Erpn s denote
its p-torsion subgroup (so that Erpn s Ñ Ell is a finite flat map of degree p2n ). Then
the the construction pE, x, yq ÞÑ ppE, xq, pE, yqq determines a closed immersion of
Deligne-Mumford stacks Ellppn q Ñ Erpn s ˆEll Erpn s. In particular, the projection map
Ellppn q Ñ Ell

pE, x, yq ÞÑ E

is finite.
Notation 1.6. Let Ell denote the Deligne-Mumford compactification of the moduli
stack Ell and let j : Ell ãÑ Ell denote the inclusion map. Let n be a nonnegative
integer, and let q : Ellppn q Ñ Ell denote the projection map. Then q is finite (Remark
1.5), and j is an affine open immersion (it is the inclusion of the complement of an
effective Cartier divisor). Consequently, the composite map
pj ˝ qq : Ellppn q Ñ Ell
is affine, determined by a quasi-coherent sheaf of algebras pj ˝qq˚ OEllppn q on the moduli
stack Ell. Let A denote the integral closure of OEll in pj ˝ qq˚ OEllppn q , and let Ellppn q
denote the relative spectrum of A . By construction, we have a pullback diagram of
Deligne-Mumford stacks
/ Ellppn q
Ellppn q
q



Ell

j

/



q

Ell,

where the vertical maps are finite and the horizontal maps are open immersions.
Remark 1.7. The construction of Notation 1.6 is somewhat unsatisfying, because
it does not a priori give a concrete description of the functor represented by the
Deligne-Mumford stack Ellppn q. For a moduli-theoretic perspective, we refer the
reader to [3].
Notation 1.8 (The Weil Pairing). Let E be an elliptic curve over a commutative
ring R and let x, y P EpRq be a pair of pn -torsion points of E. We let epn px, yq denote
the Weil pairing of x and y, which we regard as an element of the group
n

µpn pRq “ tu P R : up “ 1u
of pn th roots of unity in R. If px, yq is a full level pn -structure on E, then epn px, yq is a
pn
primitive pn th root of unity: that is, it is a root of the cyclotomic polynomial uupn´1´1
.
´1
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pn

q denote the ring of integers in the cyclotomic field
Let Zrζpn s » Zrus{p uupn´1´1
´1
Qrζpn s, so that the construction pE, x, yq ÞÑ epn px, yq induces a morphism of DeligneMumford stacks Ellppn q Ñ SpecpZrζpn sq. Since Zrζpn s is integral over Z, this extend
uniquely to a morphism Ellppn q Ñ SpecpZrζpn sq. For n ě 2, we let Ellppn qπ“0 denote
the vanishing locus of the element π “ pζp2 ´ 1qp´1 P Zrζp2 s Ď Zrζpn s. Note that π p is
a unit multiple of p, so the Frobenius induces a morphism of Deligne-Mumford stacks
ϕ : Ellppn qp“0 Ñ Ellppn qπ“0 .
Theorem 1.9. For each n ě 2, there exists an essentially unique commutative diagram
of Deligne-Mumford stacks
ϕ

Ellppn qp“0

/ Ellppn qπ“0

Θ



Ellpp

n´1

w

qp“0

ϕ



/

Ellpp

n´1

qp“0 ,

where the horizontal maps are given by the absolute Frobenius and the vertical maps
by forgetting level structure.
Remark 1.10. If n ě 3, then the absolute Frobenius of Ellppn´1 qp“0 factors through
the closed substack Ellppn´1 qπ“0 Ď Ellppn´1 q. In this case, Theorem 1.9 supplies a
commutative diagram
ϕ

Ellppn qp“0

/ Ellppn qπ“0

Θ



v

Ellppn´1 qp“0

ϕ



/

Ellppn´1 qπ“0 .

Proof of Theorem 0.3 from Theorem 1.9. By virtue of Theorem 1.9 (and Remark
1.10), we have a commutative diagram of Deligne-Mumford stacks
/

¨¨¨


w

Ellpp3 qp“0


x

Ellpp2 qp“0


x

Ellppqp“0

¨¨¨


ϕ

/

Ellpp3 qπ“0

ϕ

/

Ellpp2 qπ“0

ϕ
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/





Ellppqp“0 .

Passing to the inverse limit in the vertical directions, we conclude that the Frobenius
map ϕ : Ellpp8 qp“0 Ñ Ellpp8 qπ“0 is an isomorphism.
Let Ellord
p“0 denote the open substack of Ellp“0 classifying ordinary elliptic curves
(over commutative rings of characteristic p). For each n ě 2, we let Ellppn qord
p“0 and
ord
n ord
n
Ellpp qπ“0 denote the inverse image of Ellp“0 in the moduli stacks Ellpp qp“0 and
Ellppn qπ“0 , respectively. In §2, we will prove the following weaker version of Theorem
1.9:
Proposition 1.11. For each n ě 2, there exists an essentially unique commutative
diagram of Deligne-Mumford stacks
Ellppn qord
p“0

ϕ

/ Ellppn qord

π“0

Θord



w

Ellppn´1 qp“0

ϕ

/



Ellppn´1 qp“0 ,

where the horizontal maps are given by the absolute Frobenius and the vertical maps
by forgetting level structure.
We will deduce Theorem 1.9 from Proposition 1.11 together with the following
result:
Proposition 1.12. For n ě 2, the Frobenius morphism ϕ : Ellppn qp“0 Ñ Ellppn qπ“0
is flat.
Our proof of Proposition 1.12 will use a mixed-characteristic analogue of Kunz’s
characterization of regular rings of characteristic p (Theorem 3.2), which we establish
in §3.
Proof of Proposition 1.12. Fix an étale morphism SpecpRq Ñ Ellppn q, and let us abuse
notation by identifying the element π “ pζp2 ´ 1qp´1 P Zrζp2 s with its image in R. We
wish to show that the Frobenius map
ϕ : R{πR Ñ R{π p R “ R{pR
is flat. Since R is a regular Noetherian ring (Theorem 5.1.1 and Corollary 10.9.2 of
[5]), this is a special case of Theorem 3.2.
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Proof of Theorem 1.9. Fix an integer n ě 2, so we have a commutative diagram
Ellppn qp“0


ϕ

θ

/ Ellppn qπ“0

Ellppn´1 qp“0

ϕ

/



Ellppn´1 qp“0

in the category C of Deligne-Mumford stacks equipped with an affine morphism to
Ellppn´1 qp“0 . We wish to show that, in the category C, the morphism θ factors uniquely
as a composition
ϕ
Θ
Ellppn qp“0 Ý
Ñ Ellppn qπ“0 Ý
Ñ Ellppn´1 qp“0 .
Note that the Frobenius map ϕ : Ellppn qp“0 Ñ Ellppn qπ“0 is a flat surjection (Proposition 1.12), and is therefore an epimorphism in the category C; this proves the
uniqueness of Θ. To prove existence, it will suffice (by faithfully flat descent) to show
that θ ˝ q` “ θ ˝ q´ , where
q´ , q` : Ellppn qp“0 ˆEllppn qπ“0 Ellppn qπ“0 Ñ Ellppn qπ“0
are the two projection maps. Note that the fiber product Ellppn qp“0 ˆEllppn qπ“0
Ellppn qπ“0 is flat over the moduli stack Ellppn qp“0 (by Proposition 1.12), and therefore also over Ellp“0 (since Ellppn q is finite flat over Ell). It follows that the ordinary locus Ellppn qord
Ellppn qord
p“0 ˆEllppn qord
π“0 is schematically dense in the fiber prodπ“0
n
n
n
uct Ellpp qp“0 ˆEllpp qπ“0 Ellpp qπ“0 , so it suffices to prove that θ ˝ q` and θ ˝ q´
agree on the ordinary locus. This follows from the existence of the morphism
n´1
Θord : Ellppn qord
qp“0 supplied by Proposition 1.11.
π“0 Ñ Ellpp

2

The Ordinary Locus

Let E be an elliptic curve over a commutative Fp -algebra R. We say that E is
ordinary if each fiber of the map E Ñ SpecpRq is an ordinary elliptic curve. In this
case, the subgroup scheme Erpn s Ď E fits into a short exact sequence of finite flat
group schemes
0 Ñ Erpn s˝ Ñ Erpn s Ñ Erpn sét Ñ 0,
where Erpn sét is an étale group scheme of degree pn over SpecpRq, and Erpn s˝ can be
identified with its Cartier dual (via the Weil pairing).
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Remark 2.1 (Level Structures on Ordinary Elliptic Curves). Let E Ñ SpecpRq be
an ordinary elliptic curve over an Fp -algebra R. Then a pair of pn -torsion points
x, y P EpRq determines a full level pn -structure on E if and only if the following two
conditions are satisfied:
• The induced map of finite flat group schemes pZ {pn Zq2 Ñ Erpn s induces an
epimorphism étale group schemes pZ {pn Zq2  Erpn sét .
• The Weil pairing epn px, yq P µpn pRq is a primitive pn th root of unity: that is, it
pn
satisfies the cyclotomic polynomial uupn´1´1
.
´1
See Proposition 1.11.2 of [5].
Proposition 2.2. Let R be a commutative Fp -algebra, let E be an ordinary elliptic
curve over SpecpRq, and suppose we are given a pair of p-torsion points x, y P EpRq
which determine a full level-p structure on E, which we identify with a morphism
of group schemes γ : pZ {p Zq2 Ñ E. If the Weil pairing ep px, yq is equal to 1, then
γ factors uniquely as a composition pZ {p Zq2  S ãÑ E, where S Ď E is an étale
subgroup of degree p.
Proof. Our assumption that x and y determine a level structure guarantees that the
γ
composite map pZ {p Zq2 Ñ
Ý Erps Ñ Erpsét is an epimorphism of étale group schemes
over R. Let K denote its kernel and set S “ pZ {pn Zq2 {K, so that we have a diagram
of short exact sequences
/

0

K

/ pZ {p Zq2

γ0

0

/



Erps˝

γ

/



/ Erps

/

/0

S


„

Erpsét

/

0.

Since the Weil pairing on Erps induces a perfect pairing of Erpn scn with Erpsét , the
equation ep px, yq “ 1 guarantees that the morphism γ0 vanishes. It follows that
γ factors through some homomorphism S Ñ Erps, which splits the epimorphism
Erps  Erpsét and therefore identifies S with a closed subgroup of Erps Ă E.
Remark 2.3. In the situation of Proposition 2.2, let E{S denote the quotient of E
by the subgroup S Ă E, let pE{Sqp1q denote its pullback along the Frobenius map
SpecpRq Ñ SpecpRq, and let F : E{S Ñ pE{Sqp1q be the relative Frobenius map.
F
Then the composite map E  E{S Ý
Ñ pE{Sqp1q is an isogeny of degree p2 , whose
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kernel is the p-torsion subgroup Erps Ă E. It follows that there exists a unique
isomorphism of elliptic curves α : E Ñ pE{Sqp1q for which the diagram
/

E

E{S

p



α
„

E

F



/ pE{Sqp1q

is commutative.
Corollary 2.4. Let R be a commutative Fp -algebra, let E be an ordinary elliptic
curve over SpecpRq, and suppose we are given a pair of p-torsion points x, y P EpRq
which determine a full level-pn structure on E for some n ě 1, which we identify with
a morphism of group schemes γ : pZ {pn Zq2 Ñ E.
paq If the Weil pairing epn px, yq is a pn´1 st root of unity, then there is an essentially
unique commutative diagram of group schemes
/

Z {pn Z2

2

Z {pn´1 Z

γ



f

E

/



γ1

E 1,

where f is an étale isogeny of degree p.
pbq If n ě 2 and the Weil pairing epn px, yq is a primitive pn´1 st root of unity, then
2
the map γ 1 : Z {pn´1 Z Ñ E 1 is a full level-pn´1 structure on the elliptic curve
E 1.
Proof. If epn px, yq is a pn´1 st root fo unity, then ep ppn´1 x, pn´1 yq “ 1. Applying
Proposition 2.2, we see that there is a unique étale subgroup S Ď E of degree
p containing the points pn´1 x and pn´1 y. To prove paq, we take E 1 “ E{S and
f : E  E 1 to be the tautological map. Note that we have a commutative diagram of
étale group schemes
/ Z {pn´1 Z2
Z {pn Z2


/

Erpn sét



E 1 rpn´1 sét ,

where the left vertical map and bottom horizontal map are epimorphisms; it follows that
the right vertical map is also an epimorphism. Invoking Remark 2.1, we deduce that γ 1
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is a full level-pn´1 structure on the elliptic curve E 1 if and only if epn´1 pf pxq, f pyqq “
epn px, yq is a primitive pn´1 st root of unity, which proves pbq.
Example 2.5. Let E be an ordinary elliptic curve over an Fp -algebra R, let E ppq
denote the pullback of E along the Frobenius map ϕ : SpecpRq Ñ SpecpRq, and let
F : E Ñ E ppq be the relative Frobenius map. Let x, y P EpRq be a pair of points
which supply a full level pn -structure on E, for some n ě 2. Then pF x, F yq is a full
level pn -structure on E ppq , and the Weil pairing epn pF x, F yq “ epn px, yqp is a primitive
pn´1 st root of unity (since epn px, yq is a primitive pn th root of unity). Applying
Corollary 2.4 to the triple pE ppq , F x, F yq, we obtain the commutative diagram
/ Z {pn´1 Z2

Z {pn Z2


pF x,F yq

ppx,pyq

/

V

E ppq



E,

where V : E ppq Ñ E is the Verschiebung morphism.
Proof of Proposition 1.11. Fix n ě 2 and let R be a commutative Fp -algebra, so that
we can identify R-valued points of Ellppn qord
p“0 with triples pE, x, yq where E is an
ordinary elliptic curve over SpecpRq and px, yq is a full level-pn structure on E. Set
π “ pζp2 ´ 1qp´1 P Zrζpn s. Using the identity
n´2

π ” 1 ` ζp2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ζpp´1
“ 1 ` ζppn
2

pp´1qpn´2

` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ζpn

pmod pq.

It follows that pE, x, yq is an R-valued point of the closed substack Ellppn qord
π“0 Ď
n ord
n´1
Ellpp qp“0 if and only if the Weil pairing epn px, yq is a primitive p st root of unity.
In this case, Corollary 2.4 supplies an étale isogeny f : E  E 1 of degree p such that
pf pxq, f pyqq is a full level-pn´1 structure on E 1 . This construction depends functorially
n´1
on R and therefore determines a map of moduli stacks Θord : Ellppn qord
qp“0 .
π“0 Ñ Ellpp
It follows from Remark 2.3 and Example 2.5 that this map fits into a commutative
diagram of Deligne-Mumford stacks
Ellppn qord
p“0

ϕ

/ Ellppn qord

π“0

Θord



Ellpp

n´1

w

qp“0

ϕ
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/



Ellpp

n´1

qp“0 .

3

Kunz’s Theorem in Mixed Characteristic
We refer the reader to [6] for a proof of the following classical result:

Theorem 3.1 (Kunz). Let R be a Noetherian Fp -algebra. Then R is regular if and
only if the Frobenius morphism ϕR : R Ñ R is flat.
Our goal in this section is to prove the following mixed-characteristic variant of
Theorem 3.1, which was suggested to us by Gabber (see [2] for a closely related result):
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a Noetherian ring and let π P R be a regular element for
which π p divides p. The following conditions are equivalent:
p1q For every maximal ideal m Ď R containing π, the local ring Rm is regular.
p2q The Frobenius morphism ϕ : R{πR Ñ R{π p R is flat.
Remark 3.3. For the purpose of proving Theorem 1.9, we will need only the “easy”
implication p1q ñ p2q of Theorem 3.2. However, since the converse implication may
be of independent interest, we include a proof here.
Warning 3.4. In the statement of Theorem 3.2, the assumption that π is regular
cannot be omitted (note that the ring Fp rπs{pπ p q satisfies condition p2q of Theorem
3.2, but does not satisfy p1q).
Proof of p1q ñ p2q. Let R be a Noetherian ring containing a regular element π for
which π p divides p. To show that the Frobenius map ϕ : R{πR Ñ R{π p R is flat, it will
suffice to show that it becomes flat after localizing with respect to every prime ideal
of R{pπq. We may therefore assume without loss of generality that R is a local ring
whose maximal ideal m contains π. Choose a faithfully flat map R Ñ S, where S is a
complete regular local ring with perfect residue field. We then have a commutative
diagram
ϕ
/ R{π p R
R{πR


S{πS

ϕ

/



S{π p S,

where the vertical maps are faithfully flat. Consequently, to show that the upper
horizontal map is flat, it will suffice to show that the lower horizontal map is flat. We
may therefore replace R by S and thereby reduce to the case where R is a complete
regular local ring with perfect residue field k “ R{m.
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Choose a regular system of parameters x1 , x2 , . . . , xn P m, and let R denote
the power series ring W pkqrrX1 , . . . , Xn ss, so that there is a unique surjective ring
homomorphism ρ : R Ñ R lifting the identity map idk on residue fields and satisfying
ρpXi q “ xi . Choose a ring homomorphism ϕR : R Ñ R lifting the Frobenius map on
R{pR (for example, we can choose ϕR to carry each generator Xi to its pth power).
We then have a commutative diagram
/

R


R{πR

ϕR

R

ϕ

/



(2)

R{π p R,

where the left vertical map is flat. We will complete the proof by showing that this
diagram is a pushout square of commutative rings.
Since the element p P R belongs to m, we can choose a power series f “
f pX1 , . . . , Xn q with vanishing constant term satisfying ρpf q “ p, so that ρ induces an isomorphism R{pf p ´ f q » R. Similarly, we can choose a power series
π “ πpX1 , . . . , Xn q with vanishing constant term which satisfies ϕpπq “ π. It follows
ρ
that the homomorphism R Ñ
Ý R  R{πR is a surjection with kernel ideal pp ´ f, πq,
ρ
and that the homomorphism R Ñ
Ý R  R{π p R is a surjection with kernel ideal
pp ´ f, π p q. Let I denote the ideal of R generated by the elements ϕR pp ´ f q and
ϕR pπq, so that the commutativity of diagram (2) guarantees that we have an inclusion
I Ď pp ´ f, π p q. To complete the proof, it will suffice to show that the reverse inclusion
holds: that is, that p ´ f and π p belong to I.
Since the quotient ring R{pp ´ f, πq » R{πR is an Fp -algebra, the ideal pp ´ f, πq
contains p. Applying the ring homomorphism ϕR , we deduce that the ideal I also
contains p. The congruence π p ” ϕR pπq pmod pq shows that π p also belongs to I. Our
assumption that π p divides p in R guarantees that we can write p “ aπ p ` bpp ´ f q
for some elements a, b P R. Evaluating at X1 “ X2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Xn “ 0, we see that
the power series b must have constant term equal to 1, and is therefore an invertible
element of R. We then have
p ´ f “ b´1 pp ´ aπ p q P pp, π p q Ď I,
as desired.
Proof of p2q ñ p1q. Fix a Noetherian ring R, a regular element π P R such that π p
divides p, and assume that the Frobenius homomorphism ϕ : R{πR Ñ R{π p R is
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flat. We wish to show that, for every maximal ideal m Ď R containing π, the local
ring Rm is regular. Replacing R by its localization Rm , we may assume that R is a
local ring whose maximal ideal m contains π. Let n denote the maximal ideal of the
quotient ring R{πR, and let x1 , . . . , xd P m be a collection of elements whose images
form a basis of the quotient n{n2 (as a vector space over the residue field R{m). Let
c “ `pR{pπ p , xp1 , . . . , xpd qq denote the length of the Artinian ring R{pπ p , xp1 , . . . , xpd q.
Let I denote the ideal of R{π p R generated by the images of the elements xpi .
Invoking the flatness of the Frobenius map ϕ : R{π p R Ñ R{π p R, we see that I{I 2
is a free module of rank d over the quotient ring R{pπ p , xp1 , . . . , xpd q, with basis given
by the images of the elements xpi . Applying [9, Tag 0EBY], we conclude that c “
pd `pR{pπ p , x1 , . . . , xd qq. In particular, we have c ě pd , and equality holds if and only
if m “ pπ p , x1 , . . . , xd q.
Let χ : Zě0 Ñ Zě0 be given by the formula χptq “ `pR{pπR ` mt qq. For t " 0,
χptq is a polynomial function of n, whose degree D is equal to the Krull dimension of
R{πR (so that D ` 1 is the Krull dimension of R, since the element π is not a zero
divisor). Using flatness of the Frobenius map ϕ : R{πR Ñ R{π p R, we obtain
χptq “ `pR{pπR ` px1 , . . . , xd qt qq
1
`pR{pπ p R ` pxp1 , . . . , xpd qt qq
“
c
1
ď
`pR{pπ p R ` px1 , . . . , xd qpt`pp´1qd qq
c
p
ď
`pR{pπR ` px1 , . . . , xd qpt`pp´1qd qq
c
p
“
χppt ` pp ´ 1qdq.
c
Evaluating at t " 0, we deduce that pD`1 ě c.
We now consider two cases:
• Suppose that c ą pd . It follows that the Krull dimension dimpRq “ D ` 1
is strictly larger than d. Then the maximal ideal m “ pπ, x1 , . . . , xd q can be
generated by d ` 1 ď dimpRq elements, so R is regular.
• Suppose that c “ pd , so that m “ pπ p , x1 , . . . , xd q. Applying Nakayama’s lemma,
we deduce that m “ px1 , . . . , xd q can be generated by d ď D ` 1 “ dimpRq
elements, so R is regular.
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